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About This Game

Step aboard the 1914 Orient Express in this award-winning mystery adventure from Prince of Persia creator Jordan Mechner.

Described as one of the best adventure games of all time, The Last Express is an intrigue-filled adventure set aboard the
luxurious Orient Express. In July 1914, on the eve of World War I, as the train departs on its final journey from Paris to

Constantinople, the player steps into the shoes of Robert Cath, an American doctor with a mysterious past. A fugitive from
French police, Cath boards the train in answer to an urgent telegram from his best friend – and plunges into a maelstrom of

conspiracy, romance and murder.
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Title: The Last Express Gold Edition
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
DotEmu
Publisher:
DotEmu
Release Date: 31 Mar, 1997

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8

Processor: Pentium 4 2.4Ghz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 3D Graphics Card

Storage: 2 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German
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great game click on stuff. Completely unique adventure game. Some things I particularly liked:
 - Natural writing and voice acting
 - Visual style is expressive and evocative.
 - Things happen on the train in real time which gives the feeling that your in an unfurling adventure
 - You can sit down and listen to a full violin sonata. Rating: 5/10

Well, it's without any doubts very interesting detective/action point'n'click adventure, with great not quite linear story (they are
some multiple solutions through the whole game) and I understand the high overall ratings, but I just can't get into that "unique"
laggy animations. I found the clicking ale walking through the train really annoying, not mentioning that absurd fight sequences.
Nevertheless, you should definitely try out this game for yourself, you might enjoy it.. Facsinating point 'n click period piece
with an atypical setting and art style that holds up well through the ages. This is the stuff most adventures games dream of. I
need more wine.. Nice, classic adventure game, which for me, is more like an interactive, "Choose Your Own Path" kind of
story. The plot is really well done, the presentation is nice, and the various endings really give this some good replay value.
Although there are some minor glitches - one I found, is that the mouse cursor is not the right one for some actions, such as
turning around - this is not a bad title, and certainly worth a try.. This is truly one of the best games ever made. The sound is
phenomenal (play with headphones on!) and the atmosphere is practically unrivalled. I've purchased this game 3 times now--the
original for the PC, for my Android tablet, and now a version that can run on modern Windows.

I know my way through now since I've played so many times, and the experience is why I keep coming back. I wish Jordan
would make a sequel. This game truly deserves it. This game was created when PC games were intelligent and true all-
encompassing experiences, not just console ports.

My advice when playing this game--take your time and soak up the atmosphere. You won't find another game like it.. I love this
game, its 3rd time Im going to finish it but srsly - its not 20h gameplay :D
Story and experiance is really epic so get it on sale!. The combination of point&click and time pressure is quite unique. The
interface is tough at the beginning, I kept loosing my orientation, but you get hooked very soon and get used to the very
oldfashioned but somehow vivid design. After some short time, I loved it, and couldnt stop.
It's like reading a book, the longer you play, the more you get sucked in and your fantasy will keep filling the descriptional and
visual gaps, letting you live in and focus on the story alone. And thats quite necessary, as I had to take many notes to keep up.
You will need to be at certain time at certain places for not missing out on someone or something.. BORING AND NO SENSE
ADVENTURE GAME.
Graphics are somewhat painted pictures by monet, cezanne, etc.
Low resolution, uggly and old fashioned.
To move around the train is a complete♥♥♥♥♥♥
The point and click stuff is a pain.
Ok. You found your best friend killed and, what do you do?.
Easy, to throw him thru the window. A very logical decision !!!.
Maybe a good game for '80s but, not for 2014.. Animated interactions (e.g. all spoken interactions with other characters) do not
actually appear to have subtitles or any way to enable them, contrary to what Steam indicates. As a deaf person, this makes the
game unplayable. Very frustrated and disappointed.
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This game is the best.

A mystery on a train with genuine characters and a great plot.

Makes most triple-A $60 games look like the overdone nonsense they are.. The plot and the setting of World War I are really
good. Knowing how much work has done to make this project force you to respect this game. The characters are memorable,
and they are talking their native languages - this is a good finding for linguists. And I can't say anything good about the
interface, controls and screen aspect ratio. These aspects of the game made me cry so much that I'm really happy having beat
this game like I never was before. Anyway this is a very good game still.. The best game nobody ever played.

Even though in-game enhancements feel like they weren't really necessary and break the original atmosphere of the game, it's
still a classic that everyone should play. Trading cards and achievements are nice addition.. It is a wonderful game, a great
shame that it wasn't a success when it was new. I absolutely recommend it to anyone who enjoys classic adventure and mystery
games, especially the fans of historical settings. And I have to say, re-released on the centennary of World War I, this game is
current as ever.

There are a few minor caveats though, that I need to mention...

First, the control scheme is extremely unusual, and not very intuitive, especially if you are used to point-and-click games. It
definitely takes getting used to, but once you get the hang of it, you won't even notice this.

Second, the Windows version at least seems to be somewhat buggy - I have ran into a few crashes, peculiar slowdowns and
speedups, and action icons getting mixed up randomly (like "turn around" being shown instead of "go forward", or having an
item icon stuck as your "interact" icon, even after you've disposed of the item...)

Third, there are a few genuine design glitches, especially surrounding the artifact missing from Tyler Whitney's compartment. It
is nothing major, but it's definitely something that the creators, or the remastering team could really have tackled better..
quot;The Last Express" is a rather unique adventure game from the era of the twilight of adventure games toward the late 1990s.
The plot is a mix between an Agatha Christie novel and a film-noir. You have a strange murder on a train, and a Matlese Falcon
(that is neither Maltese nor a falcon).
Two things separate TLE from other games in the genre - first, its effort at achieving a level of non-linearity, and second, its
intellectual and artistic pretensions. TLE fails on the first count - it's really a linear game at its core - but succeeds on the second.
The passengers of the last express speak naturally and in their own tongues; have believable if somewhat stylized and
exaggerated motivations, and have coherent and distinct personalities. They are both interesting and memorable.
From a technical perspective, TLE has decent graphics that still hold up, and excellent sound complete with great dialogue and
enjoyable music. Certainly it was a game ahead of its time.

Summary:
+ Unique
+ Decent graphics and great sound
+ Interesting characters and an absorbing plot
+ Great tablet game, touch controls feel natural
- The real-time gimmick masks heavy linearity; straightforward puzzles; feels like a (non-interactive) movie at times
- Some nasty bugs that can force the player to replay segments of the game
- The graphics feel rather dated on occasions
- The fight scenes are more annoying than fun

Recommended, 8/10 - genre classic.. I'm a fan of point and click adventure games like Gabriel Knight and Broken Sword. I
bought this game based on a couple of trailers that I watched and the overall great reviews. This game has great atmosphere and
is very living, but the gameplay is extremely boring.. I think this may well be the greatest game ever made. Yes, the controls are
clunky as all get out. Yes, for people used to today's games the ultra-high-tech-for-1997-digital-rotoscoping technique looks
extremely antiquated. Yes, you're dropped into the game with no idea what to do, and you're going to fail. A lot. But at the same
time "The Last Express" includes:

* Probably the best-developed characters in any adventure game I've yet played (the weakest is arguably Robert Cath, who the
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player controls, but even he has an intriguing and irritatingly-largely-unrevealed-due-to-lack-of-a-sequel backstory). By the end
of the game you know what they want and what makes most of them tick, and since certain bad things are more or less
guaranteed to happen to a number of them the result is the equivalent of an emotional shovel to the face.

* An excellent plot. Your friend/comrade-in-arms Tyler Whitney has been murdered, on the Orient Express, on July 24th, 1914.
Except...there's no Hercule Poirot to solve the murder for you, and in fact if you were even to tell people there's been a murder
they'd arrest you. So you have to lob Tyler's body off the train, bluff it out, and figure out why and how your friend died, and
how the intertwined relationships between all the other characters on the train fit into this crime. Admittedly, in my opinion
there was a bit too much Indiana Jones and not quite enough Alfred Hitchcock (to use previously-used terms) at the very end,
but otherwise it was fine. Even the romance (come on, you weren't expecting there NOT to be a romance, were you?) actually
fits quite nicely into the story, and may or may not contribute to the afore-mentioned emotional shovel to the face when you
finally reach Constantinople.

* The sort of atmosphere you don't get in ordinary adventure games. As "The Last Express" takes place on the Orient Express,
you only really get 7 locations in the entire game, and you'll feel like you're on a train where there isn't that much space (chances
are you'll find yourself ducking out of the way of conductors in the corridors of the sleeping cars, for instance.) But despite that,
each section of the train is so well detailed that if there isn't that much to explore, well, it doesn't matter; I'm just going to sit
down on this comfy chair in the Smoking Car and have a cigarette...oh, wait, it's not real. Also, it's July 24th when the game
starts, and both because of historical knowledge and what happens in-game you can feel that World War I is quite literally
within hours of blowing up. This greatly adds to the tension, even though what you do on the train really in no way affects the
things about to happen in the greater world.

* Extremely engaging gameplay, despite the fact that there are only about two 'conventional' puzzles in the game. You'd think
that sitting in the back of a dining car listening in on what a German arms dealer, a French family, and a Russian count and his
granddaughter are saying would be boring. You'd be wrong. The fact that the game runs on a real-time fast clock, and that the
other characters on the train will see to their own affairs whether or not you're around, also helps make gameplay fun: you want
to hear what those conductors are saying down at the end of the corridor, but Anna Wolff just went into the dining car, and you
want to hear what she has to say to Herr Schmidt, and you can't be everywhere at once...this also increases replayability, as
maybe that next playthrough (which will happen) you go eavesdrop on the conductors instead, which might have consequences
going forward. And when you fail, you can just rewind the clock to when you think you went wrong and try again.

The only drawback I can note is that I gather that this particular edition introduces some bugs in terms of certain sound loops
that don't play. While I never played the original, I noticed this absence on my own and found it a bit immersion-breaking; my
understanding is, however, that versions available elsewhere resolve this issue.

So, in conclusion: regardless of where you might get it, The Last Express gets a score of 15/10. I've got a one-way ticket to
Constantinople in my pocket, and I'm going to get this train through no matter what. And no, Anna, I wasn't planning on
STOPPING in Belgrade!. demon game took over computer
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